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• Task: To classify images of  the digit zero
• MNIST: A dataset that provides images and annotations of  0~9
• MNIST-zero: Derived from MNIST, wherein only the images of  the digit zero are labeled as positives 

and the remainder are negatives (sufficient for the task)
• The total numbers of  images are the same in MNIST and MNIST-zero
• Which dataset would you prefer for the task, MNIST or MNIST-zero?
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COVID-19 COVID-19 &
14 chest diseases from NIH ChestXray (2017)

Accuracy was improved from 96.3% to 99.3%
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Goal: Detecting and Segmenting Cancer

§ Detailed per-voxel annotations are limited in public datasets
o Colon tumors: 126 examples
o Liver tumors: 131 examples
o Pancreas tumors: 282 examples
o Kidney tumors: 300 examples

§ High-performance AI algorithms require large annotated data
o Pancreas tumors: 5,038 annotated CT scans in FELIX☛ Sensitivity=97%, Specificity=99%
o This annotation took 15 human-year to create

1. Xia, Y., Yu, Q., Chu, L., ... & Fishman, E. K. (2022). The FELIX Project: Deep Networks To Detect Pancreatic Neoplasms. medRxiv.



Goal: Detecting and Segmenting Cancers (Not Cancer)

How can we deal with 
many other types of  tumors?



Goal: Detecting and Segmenting Cancers (Not Cancer)

§ How can we deal with many other types of  tumors?

§ Two perspectives

§ I. Exploiting existing public datasets and their partial annotation

§ II. Exploring the potential of  ultra-weak annotation (e.g., radiology report and synthetic tumors)

I will present our major achievements of  the projects



CLIP-Driven Universal Model for 
Organ Segmentation and Tumor Detection
Jie Liu1, Yucheng Tang2, Yixiao Zhang3, Jie-Neng Chen3, Junfei Xiao3, Yongyi Lu3, 

Yixuan Yuan1, Alan Yuille3, and Zongwei Zhou3,*
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The first-place solution in Medical Segmentation Decathlon (MSD)



Publicly available abdominal CTs: 16 U-Nets L

§ There are 25 organs and tumors in 6 organs partially annotated in the assembly of  public datasets.



Goal: Segment everything in the abdomen

§ Approach: Developing a single (Universal) model to learn from an assembly of  public datasets
o 2,995 CT scans; 25 organs; 6 tumors; 252 GB in total

§ Challenge I: Domain gap between datasets

§ Challenge II: Inconsistent annotation protocol and partial annotation

§ Challenge III: Adapt to other organs/tumors

LiTS KiTS MSD-Pancreas MSD-Spleen Ideal

Illustration
To segment major organs and 

to detect possible abnormalities



The Universal Model



The Universal Model—why CLIP embedding?

Conventional one-hot embedding
1. No semantic meaning
2. Not extendable to novel classes
liver: [1,0,0,0,0,0]
liver tumor: [0,1,0,0,0,0]
left kidney:  [0,0,1,0,0,0]
right kidney: [0,0,0,1,0,0]
kidney tumor:  [0,0,0,0,1,0]
hepatic vessel: [0,0,0,0,0,1]

CLIP embedding
1. Semantic meaning
2. Fixed length



A1. Rank first in public datasets

§ A performance demonstration on Medical Segmentation Decathlon (measured by DSC score)

§ The improvement over the previous SOTA is quite significant

1. Tang, Y., Yang, D., Li, W., Roth, H. R., Landman, B., Xu, D., ... & Hatamizadeh, A. (2022). Self-supervised pre-training of swin transformers for 3d medical image analysis. In Proceedings of the IEEE/CVF Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (pp. 20730-20740).



A2. Computation efficiency

§ Universal Model is computationally efficient compared with dataset-specific models.

Ours: One for All (Ave: 14.22 s/scan)
Include load data time and inference time

Others: 6 models for 6 tasks (Ave: 190.26 s/scans)



A2. Computation efficiency

§ Universal Model is computationally efficient compared with dataset-specific models.

§ 19x faster than nnU-Net (2nd best in performance) and 6x faster than Swin UNETR (3rd best)



A3. Generalize to other datasets

§ Universal Model outperforms other dataset-specific models without being trained on those datasets.



A4. High-quality pseudo labels

§ We demonstrate the pseudo label quality (AI) for the six organs is comparable to human annotators (Dr1, Dr2)
o If  we spend a lot more money to ask radiologists to annotate these six organs, it might turn out that our 

pseudo labels can do a similar quality annotation (which is a waste of  money and time).



Dr1 Dr2 Universal Model



A4. High-quality pseudo labels

§ We demonstrate the pseudo label quality (AI) for the six organs is comparable to human annotators (Dr1, Dr2)
o If  we spend a lot more money to ask radiologists to annotate these six organs, it might turn out that our 

pseudo labels can do a similar quality annotation (which is a waste of  money and time).

§ We have completed the missing labels in 14 public datasets and will release a dataset of  3,410 CT scans with six 
organs annotated by high-quality pseudo labels. (Some refinement of  pseudo labels is required)
o We encourage the research community to concentrate on creating datasets of  the harder organs/tumors



A5. Transferability to downstream tasks

§ Universal Model can be used for fine-tuning, performing better than many famous medical Foundation Models

§ The benefit of  existing self-supervised learning for downstream tasks is indirect
o New scheme: pre-training by segmenting



Looking forward

§ Participate in upcoming MICCAI, RSNA, Grand Challenges for medical image segmentation
o Generalizability, transferability, computational efficiency

§ Continual and incremental learning for novel classes that will be annotated in the future

e.g., other fine-grained types of  cancer



Synthetic Tumors Make AI Segment Tumors Better
Qixin Hu1, Yixiong Chen2, Junfei Xiao3, Shuwen Sun4, Jie-Neng Chen3, 

Alan Yuille3, and Zongwei Zhou3,*
1Huazhong University of  Science and Technology 2Fudan University
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Github: https://github.com/MrGiovanni/SyntheticTumors



§ Old paradigm: AI models segment tumors from images (label-intensive)

§ New paradigm: Tumors are generated for AI models to segment them (label-free)
o Realistic tumors
o Effective training

Training paradigm shift

… …



Liver tumor generator

1. Hu, Q., Xiao, J., Chen, Y., ... & Zhou, Z. (2022). “Synthetic Tumors Make AI Segment Tumors Better.” Medical Imaging Meets NeurIPS, 2022.



Liver tumor generator

§ How to (empirically) make the synthetic tumors more realistic?
o Position prior: >60% of  the tumors are on the lowest 1/3 of  the liver
o Shape prior: larger tumors usually have more irregular shapes
o Color and texture prior: larger tumors are usually brighter with richer textures



A1. Small domain gap between real and synthetic tumors

§ We estimate the domain gap by two measures

§ (I) Vision Turing Test1

o Performed by two medical professionals (6-year and 30-year experience) 
o A total of  50 CT scans are used: 30 are real, 20 are synthetic (professionals do not know this)
o Medical professionals must assign “real (1)”, “synthetic (-1)”, or “cannot tell (0)” to each CT scan

1. Geman, D., Geman, S., Hallonquist, N. and Younes, L., 2015. Visual turing test for computer vision systems. Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences, 112(12), pp.3618-3623.



Can you?

Medical professionals with over 6-year experience cannot tell which are real and which are synthetic tumor
with an accuracy of  20% (lower than random guess)



A1. Small domain gap between real and synthetic tumors

§ We estimate the domain gap by two measures

§ (II) Quantitative evaluation on the tests set of  real and synthetic tumors.
o Test on real tumors: 22 CT scans from LiTS
o Test on synthetic tumors: 22 CT scans from CT-ORG

Test on real tumors Test on synthetic tumors

AI trained with real tumors 52.3

AI trained with synthetic tumors 52.0



§ The quantitative result is exciting because no previous synthetic tumor has achieved a similar or even close 
performance to real tumors. 

§ Essentially, we won the liver tumor segmentation challenge (MSD-Liver) while not using any annotation provided 
by this challenge, outperforming top teams who trained AI using 101 annotated CT scans.

A2. AI trained with synthetic tumors ≈ with real tumors 

real: previous top 1 team on MSE challenge (Swin UNETR Base).

1. Tang, Y., Yang, D., Li, W., Roth, H. R., Landman, B., Xu, D., ... & Hatamizadeh, A. (2022). Self-supervised pre-training of swin transformers for 3d medical image analysis. In Proceedings of the IEEE/CVF Conference on Computer Vision and Pattern Recognition (pp. 20730-20740).



CT AI prediction
trained on real tumors

with per-voxel annotation

AI prediction
trained on synthetic tumors

with no annotation

Training AI on synthetic tumors performs almost as well as training it on real tumors.

Liver
Liver tumor

1. Hu, Q., Xiao, J., Chen, Y., ... & Zhou, Z. (2022). “Synthetic Tumors Make AI Segment Tumors Better.” Medical Imaging Meets NeurIPS, 2022.



§ The tumor dataset usually provides a lot more positive examples than negative examples. Although the model is 
good at detecting liver tumors, it offers a low specificity on the healthy CT scans in the inference.

§ Ours: The datasets are diverse, consisting of  a large number positive and negative examples (as control).

A3. AI trained with synthetic tumors generates less FPs



A4. AI trained with synthetic tumors can detect tiny tumors



§ The limitations of  AI models in tumor segmentation are not fully studied.
o There are only 70 CT scans available for evaluating AI in MSD-Liver

§ Synthetic tumors enable us to perform an extensive evaluation of  these models in segmenting liver tumors that 
vary from different conditions.
o Shape, size, texture, intensity, location, etc. 

A5. Controllable robustness benchmark 



Looking forward

§ We plan to generate synthetic tumors in 
many more organs

§ In the future, annotations are still needed, 
but these annotations will be only used for 
evaluation
o Colon tumors: 126 examples
o Liver tumors: 131 examples
o Pancreas tumors: 282 examples
o Kidney tumors: 300 examples
o More fine-grained tumor types…



Summary

§ Detecting and Segmenting Cancers (Not Cancer)
o How can we deal with many other types of  tumors?

§ Two perspectives

§ I. Exploiting existing public datasets and their partial annotation
o Universal Model GitHub: coming soon
o Label-Assemble GitHub: https://github.com/MrGiovanni/LabelAssemble

§ II. Exploring the potential of  ultra-weak annotation (e.g., synthetic tumors)
o Synthetic Tumors GitHub: https://github.com/MrGiovanni/SyntheticTumors

https://github.com/MrGiovanni/LabelAssemble
https://github.com/MrGiovanni/SyntheticTumors


Towards Annotation-Efficient (-Free) Deep Learning

1. Zhou, Z. (2021). Towards annotation-efficient deep learning for computer-aided diagnosis (Doctoral dissertation, Arizona State University).

Amount of  annotated data (time & money)
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“Learning curve” of  the best deep learning model

Annotation-efficient deep learningAnnotation-free deep learning


